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Teleconference Attendees:  
Bob Dragoset, NIST 
Peter Linstrom, NIST 
Simon Frechette, NIST 
Gary Kramer, NIST 
Mark Carlisle, NIST 
Stuart Chalk, UNF 
Martin Weber, NIST 
 
Observers Present: 
Karen Olsen, NIST 
 
Recording meeting minutes 
Audio recording of teleconference was approved, and is available at this link. Mark took written 
highlights.  
 
Previous Draft Minutes 
Draft minutes from the August 13 - 27, 2008, meeting were approved but additional comments by 
email will be accepted for the asynchronous duration of this meeting.   
 
UnitsML Schema (Starts at 04:22 on the audio recording) 
Bob presented the below changes (some of which were then modified after discussion) that will 
appear in version 0.9.14: 
 

* Changed default value from "1" to "0" for DimensionType/ @dimensionless 
* Modified comment for @prefix regarding the order of the enumerated list 
 and added two binary prefixes to list (Zi & Yi). 
* In CodeListValueType, changed @agencyName & @agencyURI to  
 @organizationName & @organizationURI, respectively. 
* Changed all @lang to be global and modifed annotation to include reference to RFC 
3066 & ISO 639. 
* Changed all @source to global attribute @sourceName. 
* Changed all @href to global attribute @sourceURL. 
* Modified the WSDLConversionFromType to include: 
 @ID (optional), @unit (required), @wsdlMethod (required), 
 and element WSDLDescription (0...inf) (type NoteType). 
* Added CountedItemType, which contains @itemID (required), 
 and elements ItemName (0...inf) and ItemSymbol (0...inf). 
* Added CountedItemSetType, which contains element CountedItem (1...inf). 
* Modified UnitsMLType to include element CountedItemSet (0...inf). 

 
Other Suggested Changes (Starts at 38:15 on the audio recording) 
Martin Weber initiated discussion on future inclusion of: 

- conversions for logarithmic numbers 
- other MLs, such as MathML 
- numeric values   

 
Future Meetings 
October 15, 2008, was proposed for the next TC teleconference, with a start time of 10:00am 
EDT. 
 
Asynchronous Participation 
Martin Weber and Peter Linstrom provided email input.  (See below.) 
 

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/29356/20080916_8kbps.wma


Date: Mon, 29 Sep 2008 11:55:10 -0400  
From: "Martin S. Weber" <martin.weber@nist.gov>  
To: unitsml@lists.oasis-open.org  
 
Heyas... 
This message is intended to be part of the "asynchronous" part of the  
September UnitsML discussion. 
This is a suggestion to rename "Float64ConversionFrom" to either  
"ConversionFrom" or to "LinearConversionFrom" (latter preferred) and  
to change the datatypes of involved values from xsd:double to  
xsd:decimal (but see below). 
Rationale: 
- Using Float64 as part of the name implies the use of 64 bit floating  
point numbers, to programmers even that the standard IEEE-754 is used  
or to be used with that data. While this might be the most precise and  
big type of floating point numbers available at this moment in common  
programming languages, even the "big" languages like Java now have  
support for "BigDecimals", that is numbers that exceed not only 64  
bits but if need be also 64 MegaBytes or whatever random limit you set  
yourself. So I think that using Float64 as part of the name gives the  
wrong picture of the values involved. 
- What we store inside Float64ConversionFrom really is a linear  
equation, whose value and image domain isn't reduced to the set of  
valid IEEE-754 numbers, but actually is bigger than that. 
- Even if we say, this is a floating point conversion (or the results  
will be or ...) we really want to say, there are real numbers involved  
here. Today's computer already offer more-than-64 bit of floating  
point registers (think SSE e.g.) and it's just a matter of time when  
e.g. 128bit floats will make it into the mainstream language standards  
(they're there already, "long double" rings a bell for anybody?  
quadruple precision on PowerPC e.g., 80 to 96 bits on x86). So again  
the implication by the name just seems wrong to me; and once a bigger  
float type comes out we'll have to rename this element? 
So in sum I think a "LinearConversionFrom" (or "ConversionFrom")  
transports better what really is described inside the element. 
Rationale for preferring LinearConversionFrom over ConversionFrom:  
- we're storing a linear equation in there, not any kind of equation  
- Mirroring the other prefixes "Special" and "WSDL". If there exists a  
"Special" conversion from something, I'd kind of expect there to be a  
normal one, too (this might be interpreted as an argument pro no  
prefix), BUT:  
- we cannot express *all* conversions within that element (see above  
[nudge Peter, we're not using MathML:)]) so I'd prefer a reminder that  
this is only a linear conversion expressed inside. 
Rationale for going from xsd:double[1] to xsd:decimal[2]: 
- Actually it's just the arguments continued for going from  
Float64ConversionFrom to (Linear)ConversionFrom. We shouldn't be  
restricting the possible numbers to the IEEE-754 floats, which is what  
we do right now with using xsd:double as the datatype of these values.  
- I didn't check whether all values specified in the UnitsDB right now  
can be precisely represented as (normalized) IEEE-754 64-bit floating  
point numbers right now. Were I to bet blindly, I'd set my money on  
"no" being the answer. There's just too much periodism involved in  
binary numbers. This problem might not exist with other, existing  
"BigDecimal" implementations.  
- As you can see at [2], the value domain of xsd:decimal includes  



every possible xsd:double, so we're not restricting the information. 
BUT: 
- xsd:decimal does not allow the 'e' notation of numbers. So even if  
the value domain is wider, the allowed lexical representation is  
narrower. If we want to fix that, we probably should be using an  
xsd:union of xsd:decimal with xsd:anyType matching something like  
[+-]?[0-9]+(.[0-9]+)?[eE][0-9]+ . At some point we're losing the  
support of existing data-binding tools probably. If we rather use a  
custom, union type, the above points of course also apply to that  
custom type.  
- xsd:double probably has a wider support in terms of data-binding  
tools (but don't pin me on that). 
So, what do you think? 
- Martin S. Weber 
[1]: http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#double  
[2]: http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#decimal 
---------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 
From: "Peter J. Linstrom" <peter.linstrom@nist.gov>  
To: <unitsml@lists.oasis-open.org>  
Date: Tue, 30 Sep 2008 13:42:11 -0400  
 
All, 
This message is also intended to be part of the  
asynchronous portion of the September 2008 UnitsML  
TC meeting. 
Please note that this TC discussed conversion  
factor representation during three meetings in 2007:  
March 28, April 11, and May 9. As a result of these  
discussions the current "Float64ConversionFrom" element  
was adopted. Part of the rationale for the use of  
xsd:double was based on input from groups that would  
likely be using UnitsML. Prior to these meetings  
UnitsML used a string based storage method for conversion  
factors. There were several arguments in favor the  
use of double precision numbers, but as I recall  
the most persuasive was that this approach would be  
more developer friendly (and hence ease adoption  
of UnitsML). 
I am not sure there is a strong case for  
representations greater than double precision.  
Conversion factors are typically of two types 
1.) Conversions set by standards or rules. These  
conversions are adopted based on conventions  
and are typically fixed decimal point numbers  
(e.g. an international foot is 0.3048 meters).  
I am not aware of any of these conversions  
which would come close to using the number  
of digits available in double precision numbers.  
2.) Conversions based on experimental results.  
These conversions are for units based on physical  
properties and thus are based on the values of  



physical properties in other unit systems (e.g.  
measurng the electron volt in Joules). Experiments  
which are reliable to more than a dozen digits  
are extremely rare. 
In addition I would like to note that UnitsML  
was designed to support multiple semantics for  
conversions; it currently supports two:  
"Float64ConversionFrom" and "SpecialConversionFrom".  
Addition of a new type does not require the removal  
of an existing type. 
Peter Linstrom 
======================================================  
Peter J. Linstrom  
NIST, Chemical and Biochemical Reference Data Division  
Phone: (301) 975-5422  
====================================================== 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Date: Tue, 30 Sep 2008 14:25:46 -0400  
From: "Martin S. Weber" <martin.weber@nist.gov>  
To: unitsml@lists.oasis-open.org  
 
Quoting "Peter J. Linstrom" <peter.linstrom@nist.gov>: 

All, 
This message is also intended to be part of the  

asynchronous portion of the September 2008 UnitsML  
TC meeting. 
 
Same here. 
 

(...) There were several arguments in favor the  
use of double precision numbers, but as I recall  
the most persuasive was that this approach would be  
more developer friendly (and hence ease adoption  

of UnitsML). 
 
I can see that, and I agree that we should not be using strings for  
these numbers. (but see also below) 
 

I am not sure there is a strong case for  
representations greater than double precision.  
Conversion factors are typically of two types 
1.) Conversions set by standards or rules. These  
conversions are adopted based on conventions  
and are typically fixed decimal point numbers  

(e.g. an international foot is 0.3048 meters).  
I am not aware of any of these conversions  
which would come close to using the number  
of digits available in double precision numbers. 
 
That is, 15 to 16 fractional digits. I can well see how we can,  
including prefixes, scale available data down or up by 5 orders of a  



magnitude, and at some point this is going to bite us. For the example  
you gave, and given that the smallest normalized double is roughly  
10^-306, if we just look at the first 50 fractional digits we see...  
0.30480000000000001536548666081216651946306228637695 
I'm not arguing against using a numeric type inside of UnitsML, I'm  
arguing for using a numeric type that, by its definition, does not  
turn a well specified number into some other number just by means of  
representation. I also don't say that people will want to input more  
than 15 or 16 fractional digits to start with. What I meant is that  
just by the fact that doubles are defined as-is in IEEE 754, we're  
pulling in errors that shouldn't be there (look above). In UnitsML  
there might stand a 0.3048, but the computer isn't computing with that  
value. It's using the value above. And Imho we shouldn't allow the  
computer to change the meaning of what we said. In that respect the  
"string" representation was better as it does not imply loss of  
precision or garbage fractional digits.  
The xsd:decimal type is offering the same service. 
I can see how xsd:double is easier to support in implementations for  
XML than an unbounded decimal, so this argument might well be valid.  
But the error (e.g. in the above) is obvious I think. 
 
(...)  
In addition I would like to note that UnitsML  
was designed to support multiple semantics for  
conversions; it currently supports two:  
"Float64ConversionFrom" and "SpecialConversionFrom".  
Addition of a new type does not require the removal  
of an existing type. (...) 
 
Well, that is basically the "other" issue I was talking about. In the  
"Float64ConversionFrom" we're just describing a linear equation which  
is not limited to the allowable numbers within IEEE-754 double  
precision floats. What we are describing is a "LinearConversionFrom",  
and I think we should call it like that. 
So, even if we stayed with xsd:double's within UnitsML, would you have  
a problem calling the element describing the linear conversion from  
another unit "LinearConversionFrom" ? 
Regards, 
-Martin Weber 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
From: "Peter J. Linstrom" <peter.linstrom@nist.gov>  
To: <unitsml@lists.oasis-open.org>  
Cc: <Robin.Barker@npl.co.uk>  
Date: Tue, 30 Sep 2008 17:02:12 -0400  
 
All, 
This message is intended to be part of the  
asynchronous portion of the September 2008 UnitsML  
TC meeting. 
I would like to note that in the current draft  
of the UnitsML schema the "Float64ConversionFrom"  



element contains attributes to reflect the precision  
of the numbers used in the conversion. For example  
the "multiplicandDigits" attribute will indicate the  
number of meaningful digits in the conversion factor.  
Because of this 0.3048 or (0.3048 minus some small  
number) will result in the same value. 
The rather awkward name of "Float64ConversionFrom"  
was chosen to discriminate from other possible  
representations of numbers for conversions. Since  
the overwhelming number of conversions are linear,  
I believe this is a more appropriate convention for  
discriminating among conversion type rather than  
linear vs. non-linear. Of course other committee  
members may have other (better) ideas. 
Peter Linstrom 
======================================================  
Peter J. Linstrom  
NIST, Chemical and Biochemical Reference Data Division  
Phone: (301) 975-5422  
====================================================== 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Date: Tue, 30 Sep 2008 17:54:36 -0400  
From: "Martin S. Weber" <martin.weber@nist.gov>  
To: unitsml@lists.oasis-open.org  
 
 
Quoting "Peter J. Linstrom" <peter.linstrom@nist.gov>: 
 

All, 
This message is intended to be part of the  

asynchronous portion of the September 2008 UnitsML  
TC meeting. 
 
Same here. 
 

I would like to note that in the current draft  
of the UnitsML schema the "Float64ConversionFrom"  
element contains attributes to reflect the precision  
of the numbers used in the conversion. For example  
the "multiplicandDigits" attribute will indicate the  
number of meaningful digits in the conversion factor.  
Because of this 0.3048 or (0.3048 minus some small  
number) will result in the same value. 
 
That's true if you somehow use a decimal number and not a IEEE-754  
double. There's simply no way to express this concept in doubles. When  
the string describing the number has been parsed into a double, you've  
lost your precision already. And even when you're just printing out  
the first few significant digits again, what you're doing is rounding  
all of the existing digits and print out the result. So basically what  
you're describing is an xsd:decimal, and not a xsd:double ... 



 
The rather awkward name of "Float64ConversionFrom"  
was chosen to discriminate from other possible  
representations of numbers for conversions. Since  
the overwhelming number of conversions are linear,  
I believe this is a more appropriate convention for  
discriminating among conversion type rather than  
linear vs. non-linear. Of course other committee  
members may have other (better) ideas. 

 
What is bothering me is that we'd duplicate all info from the  
"Float64"Conversion to a, say, Float32 or Float128Conversion, or  
a BigDecimalConversion, or, ... you get the picture. 
Regards, 
-Martin Weber 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 


